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The problem of motion of a solid body with a fixed point in a uniform field 
of gravitational force, as is well known, is reduced to integration of the 
following system of equations: 

0 
A ez = (B - C) qr + (e273 - es721 r 
drl 
dt = ry2 - (713 

(0.1) 

(0.2) 

where ela ep and e, are unit vectors directed from the fixed point to the 
center of masses of the body, I" Is the product of mass of the body and the 
distance between the center of masses and the point of support. The remain- 
ing designations are conventional cl]; symbols (123, AN, pqr) designate 
cyclic permutations. For certain restrictions placed on parameters charac- 
terizing the distribution of masses and initial conditions, separate partl- 
cular solutions of these equations are found. 

In recent time various generalizations of the indicated problem which are 
obtained by complicating of forces acting on the body, are studied lnten- 
sively. Following Zhukovskii [2],gyroscoplc forces are introduced; Instead 
of a uniform force field a central force field (*) Is consldsred, etc. In this 
connection it became clear that some of the particular solutions obtained 
for problem (O.l), (0.2) do not have "stability" with respect to generallza- 
tions of this kind. In particular, the S.V. Kowalewski's solution does not 
have a corresponding analog there. In connection with this it Is of Interest 
to show solutions of Equations 

A $f = (I3 - C) (qr - p*y2+fs) + k2r - h3q + (w3 - e372) I‘ (0.3) 

d71 -- & - r’r2 - 9% (123, ABC, 7'~) 

which generalize the corresponding solutions of Equations (0.1) and (0.2) 
f**). Up to the present time such solutions were found only under the con- 
dition that at least one of the quantities h,z + J.%* + X,2 or w 1s equal to 

*) Force function for this case cf.,for example, in monograph [l). 

**) Solutions given in Sections 4 and 5 was presented in the author's paper 
sent to PMI Feb.24, 1964. This paper was subsequently combined with the 
present paper. 
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zero. 

Here five solutions of Equations (0.3) and (0.2) are shown, found under 
the condition (h,? + ho2 f ke) u =k 0. If this expression is transformed to 
zero, the lndiba’ted solutl&s’ either reduce to “known particular solutions, 
or to some generalizations of these solutions. 

1. Three integrals of Equations (0.2) and (0.3) are known 

Ap2 + Bq2 + 0% + p2 (An2 + BYZ~ + Cn2) - 21 (em f &rz -I- e$h) = 28 (~*~I 

(APf wr1+ m + &.)Yz$- (Cr + ~3)Ri= k (1.2) 

p" + r22+ r32 = 1 (1.3) 

and, as follows from the theory of the last multiplier, it 1s sufficient to 
find the fourth integral, not explicitly depending on t and containing an 
arbitrary constant, in order to reduce the problem to quadratures. 

1. A trivial generalization of Lagrange’s solution is obtained for 
conditions 

B = c, h, = h, = 0, e, = e, = 0 

The fourth integral In this case is p =i const . 
Reduction to quadratures is carried out here by the Usual method for 

Lagrange’s case. 

2. For conditions et= 0, X,- k,= 0 the following particular solu- 
tion exists 

& 
P=;Z’ q=r=o, n= 0, y2 = costp, r3 = sincp 

da(p A-=- 2 1$~(B-_C)sin2~+rsin(p-~) (tan3 = eefel) 

which is the trivial generalization of the motion of the physical pendulum 
applied to the problem under consideration. 

Motions for which the vector of angular velocity is not changed 
with r&pect to the body are found by the usual method [3]. Possible axes 
of such motion are elements of a cone which yields the following curve in 
the Intersection with the unit sphere (1.3): 

[(B-C) elr2r3 + (C - A) e2r3n + (-4 - B) em212r + 

+ [(B-C) ~lT2?3-t- (C- A)hz~s~+ (A-B) h3w21 f&e3 - h3eA+r1+ (A34 - k.9)r2 + 

+ (~,d2--h2f?~)'y3] = pzJ? /(B - C)hlT2*i3 + (C-A) h2r3rl-t (A - B, h3+0r21* 

To each element of this cone corresponds a definite value of angular velo- 
city of uniform rotation 

2, If the body has cavities filled with fluid then the condition 

A=B+C (2.1) 

can be applicable to changed moments of Inertia entering into equation 
c41. 

(0.3 
In the case of a body which does not have such fllli 

Is fulfilled Ear an infinitely thin plate. 
condition (2.1 

In addition to 
parameters be constrained by the following conditions 

Y 2.1) let the 

el = 0, &I== 0 (Be&e + C2h$) pa = ( Baez2 + C*e$) r2 

Introducing a new parameter v , the last condition is presented in the 
form 

p&B = @es cos 2~ j- Ce, sin 2~) r, p&C = (Be, sin 2~ - Ce, cos 2~) r 

Under these conditions Equations (0.3) and (0.2) have a solution with 
three line integrals 
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(B -I- C) p = p ((B - C) yi ros 22, “- s} (2.2) 
q = p (yz cos 2v + yJ sin 2v) + h, i C, r =LL p (yz sill 2v - y3 GOS 2~) + h, / R 

Here 8 is M arbitrary constant. 

IntFodUCing (2.2) into integrals (1.1) and (1.2) we arrive at the rela- 
tionship 

HePrr h* le the constant of integration. 
It i% oonvenlent to study the found solution in 8 system of coordinates 

which la rotate6 with reapect to major axes 82’0~~3 the first axis by the 
angle v +n Ishe direction from the second axis to the third (variables and 
Pammeters whish &ial%ged upon rotation are designated by primes). 

712 4 +pP + rs’2 = 1 

Here h is a hew arbitrary constant and 

(2.5) 

se zx. 
2 23%’ - hs’ (B’ -‘C’) * 2v Zc’X3’ -h$(E--G’)td%? 

43x7 - (B’ - cytd 2Y ’ s* =2 4B’C’-{Is’_f7ytd2y * 

Introducing (2.3) into Equation (0.2) which 
aarl -- dt - fyi - P’T3 

in the new axes has the form 

where 

Substitution of ye’ and y, ’ found from (2.4) end (2.5) as a function of 
yr into this cqu&tlon pex%its to estabIiah the ~%pead%nae of yt (aucl along 
with thle also or the rem~S.ning variables oh t&e. However, in the general 
caee for deters&nation of functions y ’ vt) M va’(vrf from (2.4) %nd t 
(2.51 It Is neeesaary to solve the compfete algebraic equation OS fourth 
degree. %‘he problem ia SSmpllfled If 8 = 0 or I' = 0 . In case 8 9 G , 
wtisfging Equation (2.4), we express ye’ and y3’ through a new variable c 

and coneequently 

In order to deters&he the dependence of u on _t , It is sufficient to 
substitute (2.7) and (2.8) into (2.6). 

The ease r = 0 Is discussed in the PoXlowing Section. 

3. In the case 

we have 
;t, = ha = IV8 = 0 

end EQuatlone (0.3) take the form 
dp A.g-=@ - a (P - PY2Y3 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.31 
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System (3.3), (0.2) was studied by many authors. Apparently the first 
result here belongs to Clebsch [5]. Occupying himself with the problem of 
motion of a solid body by inertia in a boundless ideal fluid, Clebsch exam- 
ined the case when the kinetic energy of the system has the form 

2T = Ap2 + Bq2 + CP f LR,Z + MRaa -I- NR$ 

(here A,, k, and R, are components of impulsive force) and consequently 
the motion of the boby Is described by Equations 

A$=(B-C)qr+(N-M)RzRs, 
dR1 
dt=rRz-~Ro (123, ABC, LMN, prlr) 

He established that for condition 

A (M - N) + B (N - L) + C (L - M) = 0 (3.4) 

this problem has a complete solution because the fourth Integral Is deter- 
mined as 

CA AB 
Apa + Bqa + Cra - FL&i - B MRaa - 7 NRsa = const 

which permits to find the quadraturea. 

Apparently, Equation (3.3) follows from equations of Clebsoh’a problem if 
one sets In the latter L = paA, M = paB and H = p2C (condition (3.4) Is 
satisfied). In this conne2tlon the fourth integral takes the form 

A2p2 + By + cv - # (Bcy,a + cdraa ABV~~) = c0nst (3.5) 

Somewhat later this integral was found by Tleserand 163. 
Equation (3.3) and Integral (3.5) ie sometimes without foundation connec- 

ted with the name of Brun who arrived at these equations much later than 
Clebsch while examining a quite Instructively formulated problem of dynamics 
of a solid body [7] . 

Although quadratures to which Equations (3.3), (0.2) t8 and 91 are reduced, 
give general analytical solutions of the problem,they turn out to be quite 
clumsy. Kinematic Interpretation of the motion of the body Is found for 
this problem only under the condition that the constant of lntergratlon of 
areas is equal to zero [ 91. Examination of particular cases of this problem 
is therefore of Interest such as for example the solution of Steklov with 
line Integrals [lo]. 

We obtain a simple particular solution of Equations (3. 
9 

), (0.2) from the 
solution indicated In the previous Section for conditions 3.1), (3.2). 
Referrlng this solution to new axes Introduced In the same Section, we obtain 

(B’ + C’) P = P {(R’ - C’) TI + ~1, 9’ = PTa’, r’ = - pra’ 

(B’ + C’) ~a’2 = B’ + h - srl- B’rla, (B’ + C’) r8’2 = C’ - h + ST1 - ‘?rla 

dn -= 
dt - @Ta’Ts 

In this case y,, together with the other variables of the problem, are 
elliptic functions of time. 

Apparently, the solution shown here la also a solution of the problem of 
Clebsch. 

The particular case of this solution obtained for e I 0 and u = )n 
was examined by Arkhangel’skll [ll]. With new axes the condition v I b 
corresponds to B*= C’. 

4, We shall show one more solution which is of Interest because of its 
connection with investlgatlons of Zhukovskil [2] and Volterra [12]. This 
solution Is characterized by the presence of three relationships 

71= n1p + ml (PV, 123) (4.1) 

We substitute (4.1) into (0.3), (0.2) 
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A 2 = (B - c) (1 - p”nZa3) qr + [he + e2n3r - p2 (B - c) nSm2] r - 

- [h3 + e3tQ - fb2 (C - U) 122nz3j q + e~rrr$ -43m2T - p2 (I3 - C) m2m3 

dP 

(i.2) 

no dt = (‘n2 - n3) qr + m2r - m3q (AX. lqr, 121) 

These six relationships of determining p , Q and r are compatible if 

(B -C) (1 - p%ans) = (112 - /fg) A/21-‘, hl + &?,&ar - 11’ (B - c) /23ms = m2.44l-” 

h3 + ear@ - @(C - H) ntfn3 = m3.4t1-1, efnz3t’ - e3ft2$ = ,uz (B - C) m2m3 

iAEC, flJi 

From this we find 

i- 1 i- As seir -__-- 
n1=\(li-Ils)(l~-Cs)~2 ml = - [Z-j- (B + C) s] p2 

(c3) 

if parameters of the system are connected by the following relationships: 

hl = _ eir (2 + As) 

Z$(B+-C)s 
(4.4) 

Here 8 Is an arbitrary parameter, 

5. We designate 1 + As 1 + 38 and 1 + C8 by a I, and 
PeCtlVely, and introduce non&nenslonal variables relatl& the con&n&~~~~of 
M%ular velocity to the quantity s I/&c /p2; the quantities yl, ‘ye and y3 
to s/pat and the variable t to the quantity fS vabc j@j-z. 

We substitute (4.3) , (4.4) into (4.2), (4.1), passing to nondimensional 
veriables Indicated 

dP az=(b 
e3P 

- c) qr -+ ___ 
e2r 

CZ+bq-a+C 
- r (abc, pqr, 123) (5.1) 

e,l’ 
%=ap-btE (abc, pqr, 123) 

(5.2) 

Equations (5.1) coincide In form with equations of Zhukovskli [2] In the 
Problem of Inertial motion of a body with fluid filled cavity. TWO integrals 
are known of Equations (5.1) and (5.2) 

ap2 + bq2 + cr2 = h (5.3) 

i 
e2l? 2 e& 2 

aP- &)” + (bq - -_I^ 
c+a ) i 

+ cr-- 
p4 

-- 
a+b 1 - s2 

and, consequently, the dependence of p, p and r on t is determined by 
quadrature8 [lP],after that the dependence of the 

an? 
le of nutatlon and 

characteristic rotation on t me 1s established from 5.2). For determination 
of the precession angle one additional quadrature Is required. 

Quadratures to which Volterra reduced Equations (5.1) are cos@licated in 
the general ease. The problem Is simplified if one of the quantities e, 
is assumed to be equal to zero. 

Let e%=O. Eliminating P from (5.3) we obtain 

[q - ezl? /(c + a) (b .-- n)I2 
H/b(b- a) 

i_ Ir - esI’ /(a + b) (c - a)]* -_ 1 
H/c(c-a) (5.4) 

i 
N = $- .I_ ah f 

I 
(C + ;;$I a) -t (a +a;;;l _I)) 

While satisfying relationship (5.4) we Introduce a new variable U such 
that 
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(if the signs of denominators in (5.4) are different, then instead of trigO- 
nometric functions in (5.5) hyperbolic functions of u appear). 
(5.5) we have 

From (5.3), 

aI9 = h - bez?T’/ (c + a)2 (h - 0)2 - ce$F / (a + byJ (c - u)* - 

‘12 2cear 
CoSG-(U+b)(C-U) sin t - (5.6) 

H H 
-~-_aS’ia--sin”-cj c--f2 - 

Substituting (5.5), (5.6) into (5.1) we conclude that e is an elliptic 
function of time. 

The SOlUtiOn has an even sim ler form in the case e,= e,= 0 (and, con- 
sequently, i,= 1). Equations P 5.3) give 

b (a - c) q’J = Q + 2arp (b + c)-’ + o (c - a) pe 
c (t’ - C) P2 = ft - ZQi-p (b + C)-' - Q (b - Q) p2 

Constants 4 and R are introduced Instead of )I and ka 

Q = k2 - he - P2 (b + c)-*, R = - k2 + hb + F’ (b f- r)-$ 

The first equation of (5.1) determines p as an elliptic function of 
time 

t= 
a J’%dp 

% I'-i/tQ +zafp(b-i-c)-'+ a(~ '-a)p) ~R-~Sofp(bfc)-f-~tr(b-a)p~~ 
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